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Circle the Correct Option 1X6=06  1 
I) In tungsten filament the potential given to produce the beam of

electrons by thermionic emission is:



















I

(A) 6 V (B) 7 V (C) 8 V (D) 9 V
II) Cathode rays have a charge:  II

(A) +ve and -ve  




 (B) Neutral  (C) Positive  (D) Negative 








III) The output of OR gate will be zero (0) when:  0  III
(A) A=1, B=0 (B) A=0, B=1 (C) A=1, B=1 (D) A=0, B=0

IV) For the diagnosis of brain tumor is used:  IV
(A) Iodine-131 (B) Phasforus-32 (C) Cobalt-60 (D) Carbon-14

V) The half life of lead is:  V
(A) 10.0 hours (B) 10.2 house (C) 10.4 hourse (D) 10.6 hourse

VI) Atomic mass number can be found by relation:  VI
(A) Z - A (B) A + N (C) Z + N (D) Z + A

Write short answers of the following 2X7=14  2 
I) What is meant by Cathode Ray and Oscilloscope?  I
II) What is relation between digital quantities and digital electronics?  II
III) What is meant by Logic operations and write names of  its two types   III
IV) What is meant by Artificial radio activity?  IV
V) Write four hazards of radiations.  V
VI) Is it pissible for an element to have different types of atom? 

 VI
VII) Name two factors which can enhance thermionic emission. 




 VII

Write detailed answers of the following 5X2=10  3 
1) Explain the nuclear fussion reaction.  1
2) What are the three universal logic gates? Give their symbols

and truth tables.
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